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样的方法改进 Markowitz 模型对输入参数敏感性的问题，Black-litterman 模型将




















































China’s economic remains the world’s most dynamic economies and china’s 
mutal fund has developed for twenty years, but Quantitative Fund did not appear 
until recent two yeas. Active quantitative portofolio management primarily solves 
the Top-Down asset allocation issue with quatitative models. The purpose of active 
quantitative portofolio management is to maximize the investment uility and 
minimize the investment risk by asset allocation approach. The procedures of the 
portofolio asset allocation go through two choices: securities and weights. That is to 
say, the process of investment is how to optimize the portofolio and get the solution. 
Especially according to the changing capital market, it is necessary to improve 
existing or look for better optimal models and make further theoretical study on 
models adapatability. Hence, quantitative asset allocation approach has very 
important theretical and empirical significance. 
According to running rules of China’s security market, this paper proposes 
quantitative asset allocation investment framework based on theretical and empirical 
study. Meanwhile, this paper proposes the complete quantitative asset allocation 
practical system from horizaontal asset and longitudinal timeing views on some 
extent, which is conducted by simulation analysis and empirical study. This is 
helpful for quantitative portfolio management in China’s mutual fund.  
This paper is divided into seven chapers. Chaper 1 Introduce the background, 
main contents and innovations; Chaper 2 Domestic and overseas literature;Chapter 3 
Define the mutual fund and quantitative asset allocation basic concepts, introduce 
the process of the portofolio management; classify the quantitive investment 
approach, Analyze different kinds of levels and methods of asset allocation. Chapter 
4 Propose the core of the framework of quantitative asset allocation-“portofolio 
optimal tool”. And deriving from classic Markowitz model, improve the portofolio 
optimal tool with two ways. One is using Resampling model solve the input 
parameters problem,Resampling model get from using resample method to improve 













Markowitz modle. Empirical study on different portfolio optimal model is conducted 
in the end. Chaper 5 elaborate the China’s practail system of the large category and 
industry quantitative asset allocation by top-down asset allocation structure from the 
framework of mutual fund portfolio management (horizontal assets); Explore the 
practiacal system of mutual fund on the stock position, industry allocation,and stocks 
selection is by indexing method.Chapter 6 Solve the problems of the continuity and 
feedback mechanism on quantitative asset allocation from the dynamic portfolio 
management (lognitudinal timing). Explore how to keep the good performance of 
mutual fund by quantitative asset allocation from the study on the rebalance method 
and efficiency and the feedback mechanism. In the end, we concluded the 
dissertation and policy suggestions and discussed the limitation and further research 
that can be explored from results. 
The main innovations of this paper are as follow: 1) Firstly structure the 
quantitative asset allocation framework and practial system, which is the most 
contribution of this paper for China’s mutual fund; 2) Elaborate the inner logic of 
different assets completely  and conduct the empirical study on the drivers of 
different assets, which is rare in domestic literature;3)Another important theoretical 
contribution is that this paper deduce and analyze all kinds of portfolio optimal 
models, draw Resampling Black-Litterman Model to the operational framework of 
the quantitative asset alloction in China’s mutual fund, and explore how to improve 
two important parameters τ & Ω  in Black-Litterman Model.4) Propose Stock 
Boom Index Model and Macro Multi-facoor Model gearing with china’s security 
market in the process of exploring the practical quantitative asset allocation model, 
which have some considerable meaning in practice;5) analyzing different portfolio 
rebalancing methods and efficiency  and Solve the stock position and attriution 
problems through Extended Brinson Attribution Model, which is helpful for the 
quantitavive asset allocation portfolio management. 
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